
Decision No. 87607 
:JUL 19 1977 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTIUTIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Application of PACIFIC GAS AND ) 
ELECTRIC ~OMPANY for authority ) 
to increase its electric rates ) 
and charges in acco:-dance with ) 
the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause) 
included in its Electric Tariff. < 

(Electric) ~ 

Application No. 5722$ 
(Filed April 15, 1977) 

Malcolm HOI Furbush, Robert Ohlbach, and ~lliam H. 
Bdwaras, l,:~'torneys at Law, for Pacific Gas and 
~loctric Company, applic~~t. 

Sylvia M. Siegel, for herself, and TURN, protestant. 
Tom Knox, At.torney at Law, for California Retailers 

Association; Brobeck, Plileger & Harrison, by 
Vli11iam H. Booth, Attorney at Law, for California 
ManUf~cturers Association; and Glen J. Sulliv~, 
Attorney at Law, £or Cali£Orxu.8 Farm Bureau 
Fcderat~on, ~nterested parties. 

Radov~~ Z. Pinto, Attorney at Law, and Yi~~endra 
Jhsl~, for tho Commission star£. 

OPINION 
-.----~-

PG&E's Proposal 
Pacific G3S and Electric Company (PCi&E) seeks authority to 

increase its electric rates and charges effective July 1, 1977 under 
the Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) of its electric tariff. 
PG&E states that the pro;>osed rates will increase its electric 

revenueS about 12.9 percent or $77.6 million for the thre~onth 
period beginning July' 1., 1977 through September 30, 1971. 

The ECAC adjustmont PG&E proposes to iIrJplement on July 1, 1m 
is designod to (1) offset PG&E's current energy costs as calculated 

under the ECAC procedure, (2) OOlortize the amount in the balancing 
account as of March 31, 1977, representing PG&E's actual energy costs 

~WhiCh have not yet been recovered through tbe rates charged its 
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customers, aIle (3) increase the er:lount being subt:.-acted from 
customer bills ~der the Fuel Collection Balance Adjustment (FeBA) 
to amortize s\lch balance Withit:. the 36-month period mandated by 
Decision No. S5731. 

PG&E avers that the record drought conditions in northern 
California and tho Pacific Northwest have caused drastic changes in 
both the cost anc ~ix of PG&E's energy sources for electric generation. 
PG&E 9 s pre5~~t ECAC rate, authorized in Decision No. $7196 dated 
April 12, 1977: is based on the twelve-month record period ending 
September 30: 1976, whereas the record period in this application 
encompasses tne twelve months ending ~~ch 31, 1977. Because of 
the decline in hydroelectric generation and also the decreased 
natural gas suppiyp PG&E was required to burn 52 percent more fuel 
oil in the QO~ current record period. Similarly, although PG&E's 

_purchased power consumption remained approxi:llately the same, the 
substitution of higher priced purchased power g~~erated largely 
from fossil fuels for low cost Pacific Northwest hyeroelectric 
caused PG&E~s purchased power costs to increase by 70 percent. 

As a result of these factors PG&E's actual fuel costs 
greatly exceeded revenues recovered under ECAC and increased PG&E's 
Energy Cost Adjustment Account from $291,522,3$2 on January 31, 1977 
to $342,526,331 by March 31, 1977. PG&E states that the expeditious 
granting of tho p~?osed rate relief will ensure that PG&E's customers 
receive ticely and approprinte conservation price Signals. 

?G&E proposes to spread the requested increase to all 

classes of cust.OClers on a uniform cents per kwh basis With no increase 
to lifeline usage. 
Bll.ckground 

On April 27, 1976, tr.e Cocmission issued Decision No. $5731 
in Case No. 9$36, its investigation into fuel cost adjustment 
procedures ordering each res~ondent utility, including PG&E, to file 

~and EeAC co~o~ing to the elements set forth in the deciSion. 
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On April 2$, 1976, PG&E filed Advice Let.t.er No. 536-E requesting 
authorizat.ion t.o placo such an ECAC into effect. By Resolution 
l~o. E-1559 dated May 4, 1976, this CoQIllission authorized the ECAC 

filed in ~dvice Letter No. 536-E. This is the fourth application 
filed by PG&E under EeAC. The last EC.A.C filing in Application No. 
57122 was autho~ized by Decision No. $7196 dated April 12, 1977 and 
deviated from the normal ECAC procedure in that PG&E was granted an 
energy cost adjust.ment three months after the previous ECAC revision. 
The Commission authorized this deviation to reflect a graduil increase 
in the ECAC rate and to produce a conservation price signal to PG&Et s 
customers. 

!~tcr proper notice, public hearings on this matter were 
held in San Francisco on June 9 and 10, 1977 before Administrative 
Law Judge Kenji Tocita. 
The Issues 

tt The issues presented by this application are as follows: 
1. Is the ECAC caleulation developed by ?O&E 

reasonable? 
2. Should PG&E be authorized to file Cl.."l 

additional ECAC to become effective 
October 1, 1977? 

3. Should the increase ~e spread to lifeline 
sZlles as well as all other sales? 

4. v~at rate design should the Commission 
adopt in this offset proceeding? 

Commission Staff POSition 
The Commission start reviewed applicant's records and 

work papers and took no exceptions to the ECAC calculations of 
applicant, except for some minor items which can be corrected in a 
subsequent filing, and recommended that PG&E be granted 100 percent 
of the requested amount. The staff rate design witness recommended 
that the BCAC rate increase be spread to nonlifeline users in the 
same manner proposed by PG&E. He further offered alternative rate 

e 
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structures should the Comciscion feel compelled to adopt a truly 
inverted rate structure at this ti:o.e. Upon questioning by 
Commissioner Sturgeon the witness further testified that since 
averag~ system rates exceeded lifeline ratO$ by well over 25 percent 
it was his personal opinion that the rate increase should be spread 
to all sales on a uniform cents-per-kwh basis including lifeline,. 

but he did not make the recommendation in this filing because the 
Commission had not adopted his recommendation in the past. The 
witness felt that the issue was a policy ::latter involving social 
and political considerations. The staff also opposed the granting 
of PG&E's request to file for another ECAC revision effective October 
1, 1977. 
Position of Other Parties 

California ~Lanufacturer$ Association (Cw.) presented two 
in support of its recommendation that this ECAC increase should be 

~pread to all classes of service on a u.~irorm cents-per-Mcf. Conrad 
c. Jamison, vice president a."ld econocist for Securi t::r Pacific National 
Bank, introduced an cy.,hibi t titled "Unemployment Implications of 
'Zero Economic Gro'tAltoh' in California" and testified how .o.ction 
by this Commission in g~s and electric rate proceedings could 
adversely influence the level of economic activity Within the state 
and also of the need f,s:;,r continued growth in California's economy 
to provide nc~" jobs every year. 

Robert E. Burt, Director of Energy & Environmental Quality 
for CMJi., W,lS the second .... "1. tness. He testified against adoption of 
PG&E's proposed ra,tc spread and st:-ongly recocmended that the 
exclusion of lifeline sales in spreading the revenue increase be 
abandoned and that the CommiSSion o~ce again resort to its prior 
practice of spreading energy cost adjustx:lent :i.ncreases on a uniform 
cents-per-kWh basis. He further testified that protecting the 
customers from the real cost of energy fails to give th~ an accurate 

4lirice signal of t~e cost of the energy they are consuming_ He 
;)elieved -:.hat this was critically io.portant at a time when the 
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Commission, the Legislature, a."'ld the Federal Government are all 
preaching conservation and the need to develop alternate energy 
sources. As a second alternate rate structure CMA recommended that 
the revenue requirement be spread on a unifo:-m cents-per-kWh basis 
initially to all sales ~"'ld ~hat the revenue requirement for the 
residential class be distributed in any ma~~er that the Commission 
desires. The Commission could spread more of the increase to lifeline 
sales and obtain the needed revenues from the remaining residential 
sales or spread one hnlf of the uniform increase to lifeline sales 
With the balance being absorbed by nonlife~ine residential sales. 

The California Retailers Association and the California 
Farm Bureau Federation both raised similar objections to PG&E's 
proposed rate design and supported C~~'s proposal to spread the 
incrc$se to all sales on a uniform cents-par-kWh basis. They offered 
no objections to the proposal that once the revenues are spread to 

~he variouo classes on a uniform cents-per-sale basis that increases 
within the residential class be spread in any mar.ne~ the Commission 
believes is appropriate to encourage conservation or to p~otect life-

line USerS. 

Sylvia Siegel a??c~i~g ro~ herself and TURN objected to 

the fact that each custooer was not notified of the hearing by a 
bill ctU£fer, questioned the la~u1n¢ss of this proceeding since it 

represents a quarterly adjustment, ~"'ld criticized the staff for not 
dolving into the rea~onablenes= of the prices paid by PG&E for onergy. 
The stafr did indicate that pricing would be handled in the next filing. 
On the question of rate design, Tu~'s representative criticized the 
lack of a cohesive study by the Commission on this matter. For this 
proceeding TUru~ thereforo recoccended that no increase be spread to 
lifeline volumes 8.nd also suppo:'ted inverted rates for residential 
nor~ifalinc sales. TOru~ strongly objected to ?C&E's request for 
another ECAC adjustme~t in October. 
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Discussion 
There was no serious dispute about the costs and volumes 

used by PG&E in developing its ECAC factor. We Will therefore 
consider PCi&E's calculations relating to the Offset Rate, Balancing 
Rate, and Fuel Collection Balance Adjustment to be reasonable and not 
an issue in this proceeding. We do expect the staff to make a full 
study on the prudence and reasonableness of PG&E's purchase of fuel 
and energy for use in the next ECAC proceeding. 

On the issue of PG&E's request to file an additional ECAC 
to become effective on October 1, 1977, the request was opposed by 

the Farm Bureau, TURN, and. the Commission Starf. PG&E contends that 
the unprecedented. drought conditions, the record balances in the 
balancing account which create severe cash flow problems for 
applicant, and. also the importance of giving its customers timely and 
appropriate conservation Signals are all special conditions justifying 
another quarterly filing for October 1, 1977. While the Commission 
will not order ?G&E to file an October 1, 1977 ECAC revision, the 
Commission will state that it is aware of the havoc the extreme 
drought conditions have placed on our utilities and will entertain 
another special filing effective October 1, 1977 should conditions 
not improve and the compa4~Y feels that such filing is necessary. 
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The question of rate design was the main issue in this 
proceeding. The record shows that if PG&E's proposals are adopted, 
the ECAC rate applicable to nonlifeline sales will increase by 0.620¢ 
from 2.444¢ per kwh to 3.064¢ per kWh so that the ECAC rate for 
nonlifeline sales will exceed the lifeline rate. Several of the 
parties relied on this circumstance as the basiS for supporting an 
increase in lifeline rates. We have considered the evidence and 
the various contentions and have decided to adopt starr's proposal 

identified as "A". 
We are approaching the critical days of this difricult 

year. The hot days of summer present a clear and present risk or an 
electrical shortage and resulting brown-outs. We find it imperative 
in this situation to continue to promote conservation among reSidential 
customers by the simple device of not increaseing rates ror the minimal 
usage identified by lifeline. We caution all concerned that the rate 

~ design imposed by these extraordinary ECAC increases is temporary and 

does not bind this Commission in future proceedings. 
The remaining issue is the matter or the rate spread among 

residential customers. We have dete~ined to proceed as we did in 
D.$7429, increasing Southern California Edison Company's rates by other 
than uniform cents per kilowatt hour. The staff'S proposal "A" 
eliminates a "hump" in the rate design (from 240 to 300/kwhr) in a 
manner that is consistent with our general rate design philosophy. 
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Table 1 shows the estimated increases in Calif'ornia 
jurisdictional gross revenue for each class of service for the 
period July 1, 1977 to September 30, 1977 over revenues at present 
rates. 

Class 
Residential 
Small Light and Power 
Medium Light and Power 
Large Ligh~;, and Power 
Agricul tur.u 
Street Lighting 
Railway 
Interdepartmental 

Total 

TABLE 1 

Increase 
Amount Percent 

$13,915,000 S.3~ 
7,294,000 10.5 

20,560,000 14.6 
21,770,000 17.4 
12,$11,000 14.7 

695,000 $.9 
388,000 19.2 
21~, 000 t~ .. $% $77,64 ,000 

Table 2 shows a comparison of bi~ls at various monthly usage 
for Zone 2 rates and the basic lifeline allow~~ce or 240 kwh. 

Monthly Usage 

240 kwh 
300 " 
500 " 

1,000 " 
1,500 " 

TABLE 2 

Monthlv Bill 
Present =Propgsed 
$ 8.21 $ $.20 
10.S? 10.86 
19.04. 20.47 
39.45 44.49 
59.87 68.51 

-S-

Increase 
Amount Percent 
$(0.01) 
(0.01) 
1.43 
5.04 
$.64 

(0.12)% 
(. C9) 
7.51 

12.78 
14.43 
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Findings 
1. PG&E's calculation of curre:c,t cost of fuel and purchased 

energy as well 8$ the revised offset rate is reasonable. 

2. p~t s calcula.tion of th~ revised ba1anc~ns rate is 
reae.ona'bJ.e. 

3. PG&E's proposed revision of its Fuel Collection Balance 
!.dju.stment ~ortj,zatj,on rate to .047¢ per kwh :Ls reasonable. 

4.. The :proposed increase would amount to an increase or 
$77 .. 6 million or ~ 12 .. 9 percent increase for the three-month 
period beginning July 1, 1977 through September 30, 1977. 

5.. Although average system rates have exceeded January 1, 1976 
lifeline rates by more tha."l 25 percent, it will be reasonable not to 
increase lifeline rates in this proceeding. 

6. The unprecedent drought conditions in northern California 
anci. the Pacific Northwest have ca'lsed drastic changes in PG&:E's 
energy mix and costs as well as a continuing buildup in its ECAC 
balancing account, necessitating this ECAC revision. 

7. Staff's proposed scheme" A" is a :::-easonable treatment of 
the spread of the increase to nonlifeline sales. 

$. The changes in electric r~tes and charges authorized by 

this decision are justified a~d reasonable; the present rates ~~d 
charges insofar as they differ from those prescribed by t~s decision 
are, for the future, unjust and unreasonable. 
Conclusions 

1. PG&E should be authorized to file and to place into effect 
the authorized EC~C revision set forth above~ 

2. The effective date of this order should be the date hereof 
because there is an ~ediate need for rate relief. 
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o R D E R ... _----
IT IS ORDERED that: 

I ,r 
P-I' 

1. Pacific Gas and Electric Company is autborized to file and 

place into effect as or July 19, 1977 the ECAC revision set fortb in 

Exhibit B to the application. 
2. No increase is author1zed ;for lifeline usage. 
3. Pacific G:as and Electric Company is authorized to file 

a Fuel Collection Balance Adjustment rate of minus O.047¢ per kwh. 
The effective date or this order is the date hereof. ~ 
Dated at san Frane!sco , California, this -,,!~fo.-. __ 

day of t:JlJl.:i .~ , 1977. .~ 
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PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMP~~: 
RATE INCREASE UNDER E~~RGY COST ADJUSTMENT CLAUSE 

COMMISSIONER WILL~~ SYMONS, JR., Dissenting 

"California Means Business" read the new buttons that top 

officials sport in Sacramento. However, this button is contradicted 

loday's order is a glaring example. This giant PG&E rate 

increase is dumped disproportionately and destructively on the 

productive sectors of our ~ate's economy -- business, industry and 

agriculture. It follows a pattern of rate p~~ishment begun 2~ years 

ago which continues unabated despite the new winds of rhetoric. 

One wonders how far the policy can be pushed before the roof -caves 

-in. Such ill-considered government policy will drive business and 

4It jobs out of California needlessly and foolishly. 

loday's increase is of major proportions: on an annual basis 

it constitutes an increase of $310.4 million. The continuing drought 

has forced PG&E to substitute expensive fuel oil for hydro-generation 

of electricity. The cost impact requires that system revenues must 

be increased 12.9%. 

How to raise such an immense sum of money? There is the crunch. 

I support the recommended opinion of the Administrative Law Judge 

as balanced and realistic. As presented, all customers would 

shoulder an equal -proportion of this burden. The required revenue 

would be raised by a uniform increase in rates of $0.0052 per 

kilowatt-hour sold. This is an equitable solution with each 

customer sharing a part of the very real energy cost increases 

which the utility serving them is currently experienCing. It 

also prevents PG&E's electric rate structure from growing further . -
out of whack. 
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Run-away Lifeline? Last January the Commission recognized 

that in the PG&E system. the subsidy-creating provisions of the 

Miller-Warren Lifeline Act had been exceeded (Decision No. 86286. 

January 5, 1977). In that decision we notified all·parties that 

in the June 1977 ECAC case we would address the question of wh4t 

to do with additional rate increases. now that the act no longer 

prohibited increases to lifeline usages. (Public Utilities Code 

Section 739 required that the Commission designate a minimum use 

quantity of electricity, and that the price of that electricity 

not rise until the average system charges had risen 25% over 

January 1. 1976 levels. That threshold was reached in January 

of 1977.) 

The hard policy question of 'what to do next'should have been 

faced in the special PG&E ECAC application of April 1977. Yet, 

a solution was put off and the worsening problem was left hanging. 

Decision No. 87196 on April 12, 1977 approved a $51 million increase. 

but lifeline rates did not increase. The full brunt of the increase 

was again shifted to non-lifeline sales. The statutory threshold 

of 25% was greatly exceeded with the average system increase 

rising to a full 50% with no change in prices to that initial use 

sales. The uncollected millions were imposed upon all other sales. 

Their prices rose much more steeply than necessary . 

. The thorny problem of "what to do next" passed. on until this 

case. Would the harm be halted or would the Commission majority 

look the other way again? 
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The issue was fully addressed ±n the proceedings with Toward 

Utility Rate Normalization arguing for no increases to initial 

use domestic sales. The California Manufacturers' Association, 

the California Retailer's Association and the California Farm 

Bureau argued strongly that all sales and all classes bear a 

fair share of the increase in prices. 

Outrageously, once again. the Commission majority fails to do 

anything ~h6lie this aep.~ssin~ probl~~. Today, even though average 

system races have ~~sen 691. over the January 1, 1976 levei l th~y 
exempt initial use domes tic sales from any share of the :i.ncrease '. 

Conservation7 Even. the "motherhood" i.ssue of conservation 

~ cannot be used to justify this continued joy ride of no increases 

to initial domestic class sales. Because all residential cust~mers 

receive this mushrooming subsidy on their initial electric usage, 

the rate structure requires total domestic usage of 1,343 Kh/mo 

before the bills to residential users cease to be subSidized. 

':. This 'is an~ 'e:K,eremely hig~'l. us~ge leyel: '~9_9_.S1. of residential users 

do not even reach this break-even point. In an era of energy 

shortages, to perpetuate and accelerate such a result is inexplicable. 

From a conservation point of view, to send s'uch an inaccurate pricing 

signal to domestic users who, as a class, have the greatest potential 

for elimination of wasteful use, is folly. 

This is a critically important time. The Commission, the 

Legislature and the Federal government are all seeking to encourage 

residential customers to better insulate their homes, to purchase 

more efficient appliances and perhaps to purchase solar equipment. 
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If the price of electricity which residential customers purchase 

is artificially low they will not have the full monetary incentive 

. which they would otherwise have to make the investment necessary 

to save energy. 

Damaging Shift? Since these sales constitute 50% of the 

domestic sales, the impact of this decision is dramatic. Instead of 

domestic sales contributing a proportional $23.3 ~llion in revenues, 

they contribute only $13.9 million. This is an under-collection of 

$9.4 million or 43% less than full share. 

To overcome the deficit, the rates to other customers are 

jacked up. For example, the increases to large light and power 

rise from $17.9 million to $21.8 million. This is an extra hike of 

$3.9 million or 22%. The system average increase remains 12.9% 

under the majority formula, but the design's disproportionate 

impact is apparent. Compare the residential class increase of 8.3% 

to large light and power class increase of 17.4%. The industrial 

class is assigned over double the rate increase of the residential 

class! Likewise. extra burdens are felt by other classes such as 

agriculture, whose prices rise $12.8 million instead of $10.7 

million. 

Already swollen subsidies are thus enlarged again. The 

cumulative effect has been staggering upon the businesses in this 

state. The Legislature is concerned as to the affect the Commission's 

rate decisions are having upon t~e economic health of the state. 

(House Resolution No. 123; Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 113 

August 30, 1976). And rightfully, they should be concerned. 
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Consider the case of a Contra Costa County refinery which came to 

our attention. It uses approximately 33 million KWH's a month. 

In September 1975, the firm's electric bill stood at $244,545. 

less than 2~ years later for the same quantity of electricity 

under the majority's rate design the company will pay $1,347,691! 

If "California means business", today's PUC majority had 

best think long and hard about those figures. 

San Francisco, California 
July.19, 1977 


